
Disaster Prevention / BCP Development

Visualizing overlapping risk factors using GIS (Geographic Information System)

and manufacturing companies, the impact of disasters 

the prices of computer parts. There may also be a risk 

necessary to visualize the risks in supply chain during 
normal operation and develop relevant strategies to 
minimize the risks during disasters.

Through the lessons learned from the disasters that 

of understanding the supply chain in great depth, and 

potential risk of damage to the company and factories, 
and impact on the social infrastructure for business such 

based on the disaster and flood hazard mapping. This 
approach can help in eliminating critical bottlenecks 
during normal operation and also reduces the impact of 
disasters by making quick recovery. 
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Impacts of disasters will become more
severe in a society that is expanding their 
network globally

Businesses must develop relevant
strategies for business continuity by 
visualizing risks

It is important to visualize the risk through a detailed study of the supply chain of the company

Supply Chain
management

Quick measures for an emergency
Measures for disaster reduction 

during normal times

Risk visualization by 
damage simulation

Development of recognition 
Power cut, water outage, communication interruption, etc.
Nuclear power plant, petrochemical complex, chemical factory, etc.
Tier2-N Parts factory
Tier1 Parts factory
Final assembly factory

Detailed study of supply chain

Overlapping 
risk factors

 *Automated Guided Vehicle  *Automated Guided Vehicle 

Public Sector

    



■Risk visualization (simulation) ■Task Flow for Board BCP consulting

■BCP/BCM consulting

■Support for examining disaster prevention measures

Location damage simulating 
service

Board BCP consulting

Government Disaster Prevention 
Policy, Corporate Disaster 
Prevention Measures

Personnel attendance evaluation 
system

Business Impact Analysis (BIA)

Disaster measures chart 
creation

Redevelopment of risk 
management regulations

Supply chain risk evaluation 
system

BCP/BCM development

Evaluate the damage risk at the factories location etc. 

Provide support to the management to make decision in 
trade-off emergency situations 

Provide support for disaster prevention measures, recovery 
and restoration

Evaluate the possibility of employee attendance in an 
emergency and attendance time

Provide support in setting target recovery time based on 
evaluation of business impact by business disruption

Create risk diagnostic documents by area or location

Development of the list of risk related regulations, and provide 
support  in redevelopment and content enhancement

Evaluate the impact of supply chain disruption

Provide support for the documentation of BCP/manuals and 
developing business continuity management (BCM)

for formulating disaster prevention measures. Further, 

headquarters, production location and supplier. This 
system is used as a disaster prevention measure and 

automobile and automotive parts manufacturers.

that it is valuable to have an integrated decision making 
process, during disasters.

systems are limited during disaster, there is an immediate 

there is a risk that ideal actions cannot be taken across 
the organization. Therefore, it is important to identify the 

Disaster simulation service that supports
the initiatives of “risk visualization”

“Board BCP” supports businesses in

Board BCP 
specific tasks

Support 
for management 
decision

Simulation

PDCA
Cycle

Typical BCP 
formulation tasks

Setting of 
important trade-off 

agenda
(Interview and 
meeting with 

management layer)

Goal setting

Encouragement and 
improvement by 

education and training

BCP/BCM development

Gap analysis

Risk visualization

Public Sector
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